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About me

Who am I?

In this portfolio, you will find the work that I have
done throughout the course “graphic design” at the
University of Queensland, Australia.

Technical skills
Design

Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesgin
HTML
CSS
JavaScript

Web

My name is Marie Thoresen, 26 years old from Norway. From a very young age, I have been interested
in graphic design and web design. I started out my
journey of web design by designing for a simple web
creation tool and later on, I started creating custom
templates for other peoples websites. In school, I always was the one who designed group presentations
and put an extra effort into making front pages on assignment extra aesthetically pleasing. My inspiration
for creating designs I think has come from my mother
since she is an educated graphic designer from the
old school. I grew up with many of my mother’s paintings surrounding.

jQuery
PHP
MySQL
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Pablo Picasso
Pablo Picasso has for a long time been one of my favourite artists. He was one of the co-founders of the cubism
movements, a style that I admire very much. I’ve always
been attracted to abstract art and with this style, he seems
to have been able to merge both realism and abstract art
into one style. The way he puts together different shapes in
order to make a complete image that is recognisable to the
human eye as an object or a person is very interesting and
impressive. His work has inspired many of my designs (for
instance the design of this portfolio) both unconsciously
and consciously.
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Andy Warhole
Andy Warhol has some of the most inspiring artworks I know of.
His portraits of famous people and his interpretations of everyday
objects was revolutionary for my personal design style. Most importantly do I admire his colour palettes. He’s not afraid of colour
and each of his artworks that I personally like has quite a strong
colour palette. I also like the bold lines he uses to emphasise
shapes. Pop-art, in general, is one of my favourite art styles and is
something I often research for when in need of inspiration.
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Claude Monet
Claude Monet’s artwork is very harmonious and soothing. As known by the
style “impressionism” his colours blend into each other making a blurred effect. He is also good at capturing colours that represent a mood or a feeling.
Because of Monet, I learned to like this kind of blurred effect which at times
makes it difficult to make out the figures and objects in his paintings, but
at the end gives the artwork almost like a mysterious feeling. Especially the
painting which is depicted on the previous page on the bottom. This piece of
art is called impression, sunrise in English and is one of my favourites from
Monet. In addition to this blurred effect, I also admire his colour palette. The
colours are often light with more powerful colours to objects that are supposed to stand out. This is a method that has often inspired my own designs.
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A Boeing 787 Dreamliner reached 1249 km/h
during a 2019 flight through the Atlantic jet stream.
Avarage Speed
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/h

750
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1500
Which is

332 km/h
faster than normal

Just the facts
Original fact:
1249: The maximum speed, in kilometres per hour, that a Boeing
787 Dreamliner reached during a 2019 flight through the Atlantic jet
stream.
https://www.wired.com/story/norwegian-air-transatlantic-speed-record

In this design, I wanted the onlooker to immediately relate this design
to the sky. The choice of colours and the clouds implemented was chosen because of this desire. In addition, the speedometer needed to be
eye-catching enough for the onlooker to immediately guess that this
had something to do with speed. So together they make up a fact that
is sky and speed related, making it easier to understand before even
reading the text.
This fact shows the new record set by an airplane that flew through
the Atlantic jet stream. In order to emphasise what the speed of an
average flight was I decided to include this speed and compare it to
the new one by including it in the speedometer. The difference is then
shown in the text below.
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1/36

The chances of being selected as a contestant on

The Price is Right

Just the facts 2
Original Fact:
Option 6:
1/36: The chances of being selected as a contestant on The Price is
Right.
https://www.thoughtco.com/contestant-on-the-price-is-right-1396384

Since this fact is about a gameshow I wanted to capture the game
show feel to it. I added all the colours of the rainbow in six different
sections with six different participants with the same colour inside.
In order to enhance these colours, the background was decided to be
dark blue. The font chosen is a soft variant of a typical circus font that
can sometimes be associated with game shows. In the middle is a depiction of the Price is Right podium with a figure behind it. This figures
purpose was meant to make this podium feel desirable, like sunrise
behind an object.
The fact states that 1 in 36 people get chosen to compete. So, in order
to highlight this fact, one person was therefore designed differently in
order to catch the onlookers eyes
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The average width of a human capillary is
0,008Mm Which is approximately
1/10 of a human hair

Just the facts 3
Original Fact:
Option 6:
0.0008: The average centimetre width of a human capillary.
With this design, I wanted to do something different. I wanted to illustrate this fact in a way that I had not done before. I, therefore, decided
to go for a more “hand-drawn” style. In addition, I wanted the background elements to be minimalistic since I wanted to highlight the
capillaries with a bright red colour. In order to emphasise how small a
capillary actually is I decided to compare it to something the onlooker
found familiar, the decision I landed on was the average human hair.
Something most of us can relate to. A magnifying glass was lastly
added to further emphasise this small measurement to increase the
onlookers understanding of the fact.
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65%

Of cat-owning
households permit
their cat to sleep
with them.

39%

Of dog-owning
households permit
their dog to sleep
with them.

Just the facts 4
Original Fact:
Option 5:
65: The percentage of cat-owning households that permit their cat to
sleep with them.
39: Of dog-owning households that permit their dog to sleep with
them.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/201305/the-truth-about-catsand-dogs-the-numbers

With this design I wanted it to be fun and cartoony. In addition, I
wanted it to feel calm and soothing as this fact revolves around sleeping, particularly in a bed. The colours chosen for this design is therefore mostly pastels except for the animals themselves since I wanted
to enhance their appearance. Several of the elements has been added
with a drop shadow effect in order to make them stand more out from
their background colour, like for instance the pillows. Lastly, the font
used in this fact has a handwritten look to it that suited well with the
overall theme.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 10, 1993

Layoffs has almost doubled since last year
The New York Times reported this January that the number of announced
layouts this year was 83103 which is almost the doubled of Januray last years
reported layoffs which was 46136.
83103

46136

Just the facts 5
Original Fact:
Number of announced layoffs reported in the New York Times in January: 83,103
Number of reported the previous January: 46,136
Instantly when I read this fact I was inspired to do a design with an
abstract newspaper in it. Since this fact was reported in The New York
Times I wanted to include their logo in the design to further enhance
this. The fact was then rewritten to look like an article in the paper
itself with an image illustrating a graph to show the fact statistics. The
lines surrounding the image are meant to be placeholder text. I didn’t
want to include real text as this would distract the onlooker with text
that was not relevant. The background colour was chosen to bring the
paper forward, almost on top of the background. The paper was also
added with a drop shadow effect to further enhance this. Lastly, the
green colour was chosen since this fact, in the core, is about work and
therefore money.
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Infographics

Why this theme?

Faction
Race

Tauren 6,2%

Troll 5,9%

Goblin
2,7%

Mage 8,9%

Worgen
4,4%

Draenei 5,5%

Night elf 11,6%

Druid 9,8%

Hunter 10,5%
BeastMastery 49,1%

Markmanship 32,5%

Decline

Survival 18,3%

Restoration 25,3%

Balance 32,3%

Guardian 16,4%

Feral 26%

Arms 29,7%

Fury 44,7%

Holy 15,7%

Warrior 9,8%

Retribution 58,2%

Fire 22,4%

Frost 53,7%

Arcane 23,9%

Discipline 34%

Shadow 47,2%

Holy 18,7%

Unholy 21,6%

Blood 32,2%

Frost 45,9%

Assassination 37,6%

Outlaw 15,7%

Paladin 9,5%

Human 15,3%

Class

Priest 8,4%

Dwarf 4%

Protection 25,4%

Death Knight 8,4%

Gnome
3,7%

Others 11%

Protection 25,9%

Rogue 7,9%
Subtletly 21,2%

Destruction 49,4%

Accept

Affliction 31,2%

Warlock 7,7%

Restoration 24,9%

Shaman 7,5%
Elemental 40,9%

Mistweaver 23,5%

Windwalker 53,9%

Brewmaster 22,4%

Havoc 75,6%

Vengeance 23,6%

Class

Undead 6,8%

Demonology 19,3%

Monk 6,5%

Orc 7,7%

Race

Blood Elf 15,1%

Alliance 50,1%

Faction

Horde 49,9%

Enhancement 34%

Demon Hunter
5,1%

With this infographic, I wanted to illustrate how the different factions, races, classes and
specification looks like today
on World of Warcraft, European
servers.

Statistics from the European servers

European servers

The reason for choosing this
topic appeared to me after a
discussion about how things
used to be in this universe compared to how it’s like today. I
am, of course, a frequent player
of this game and have personal
experience in choosing a new
character to play with. All of the
different classes and specifications have their own special
ability that is valuable in an
encounter with enemies. When
selecting a team, the team leader wants diversity and because
of this if you play a popular race
and class the chances of being
selected are slimmer. Therefore
with this infographic, it will be
easier to choose something
more obscure and increase the
chances of being selected.
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Upper half

Statistics from the European servers

Race

Orc 7,7%

Undead 6,8%

Tauren 6,2%

Troll 5,9%

Goblin
2,7%

Gnome
3,7%

Others 11%

Dwarf 4%

Worgen
4,4%

Draenei 5,5%

Night elf 11,6%

Race

Blood Elf 15,1%

Alliance 50,1%

Faction

Horde 49,9%

Faction

European servers

Human 15,3%

Mage 8,9%

Druid 9,8%

Hunter 10,5%

BeastMastery 49,1%

Markmanship 32,5%

Survival 18,3%

Restoration 25,3%

Balance 32,3%

Guardian 16,4%

Feral 26%

Arms 29,7%

Fury 44,7%

Warrior 9,8%

Holy 15,7%

Paladin 9,5%
Retribution 58,2%

Fire 22,4%

Frost 53,7%

Arcane 23,9%

Discipline 34%

Shadow 47,2%

Holy 18,7%

Unholy 21,6%

Blood 32,2%

Frost 45,9%

Assassination 37,6%

Outlaw 15,7%

Class

Priest 8,4%

Class

Death Knight 8,4%

Protection 25,4%

Rogue 7,9%

Subtletly 21,2%

Destruction 49,4%

Affliction 31,2%

Restoration 24,9%

Warlock 7,7%

Elemental 40,9%

Mistweaver 23,5%

Windwalker 53,9%

Brewmaster 22,4%

Havoc 75,6%

Vengeance 23,6%

Shaman 7,5%

Protection 25,9%

Monk 6,5%

Demonology 19,3%

Demon Hunter
5,1%

Enhancement 34%

This section of the infographic illustrates the different percentages
of factions and races. As illustrated, there are two different factions to
choose between which is divided almost 50/50. Further down is the
races. The most popular races have been placed on the outer sides
with less popular races towards the middle. In the middle is a box
who represent all the newest races added in the game that have a
percentage lower than 3% of the current players.
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Statistics from the European servers

Lower half

Alliance 50,1%

Faction

Horde 49,9%

Faction

European servers

Race

Tauren 6,2%

Troll 5,9%

Goblin
2,7%

Mage 8,9%

Worgen
4,4%

Draenei 5,5%

Night elf 11,6%

Druid 9,8%

Hunter 10,5%
BeastMastery 49,1%

Markmanship 32,5%

Decline

Survival 18,3%

Restoration 25,3%

Balance 32,3%

Guardian 16,4%

Feral 26%

Arms 29,7%

Fury 44,7%

Holy 15,7%

Warrior 9,8%

Retribution 58,2%

Fire 22,4%

Frost 53,7%

Arcane 23,9%

Discipline 34%

Shadow 47,2%

Holy 18,7%

Unholy 21,6%

Blood 32,2%

Frost 45,9%

Assassination 37,6%

Outlaw 15,7%

Paladin 9,5%

Human 15,3%

Class

Priest 8,4%

Dwarf 4%

Protection 25,4%

Death Knight 8,4%

Gnome
3,7%

Others 11%

Protection 25,9%

Rogue 7,9%
Subtletly 21,2%

Destruction 49,4%

Accept

Affliction 31,2%

Warlock 7,7%

Restoration 24,9%

Shaman 7,5%
Elemental 40,9%

Mistweaver 23,5%

Windwalker 53,9%

Brewmaster 22,4%

Havoc 75,6%

Vengeance 23,6%

Class

Undead 6,8%

Demonology 19,3%

Monk 6,5%

Orc 7,7%

Enhancement 34%

Demon Hunter
5,1%

Blood Elf 15,1%

Race

From the section that represents the races to the section that represent the classes, there are lines drawn to illustrate which race has
which class available. Not every race has the same classes available
to them, which is important to illustrate. At the end of the line, a box
has been placed to illustrate how big of a portion this race has players playing this class. Lastly, underneath every class, there have been
places lines that show the different specification that class can play
and which specification is the most popular. The longer the line the
bigger the percentage.
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Statistics from the European servers

Race

Blood Elf 15,1%

Orc 7,7%

Undead 6,8%

Tauren 6,2%

Troll 5,9%

Goblin
2,7%

Gnome
3,7%

Others 11%

Dwarf 4%

Worgen
4,4%

Draenei 5,5%

Night elf 11,6%

Race

Design

Alliance 50,1%

Faction

Horde 49,9%

Faction

European servers

Human 15,3%

Statistics from the European servers

European servers

Horde 49,9%

Alliance 50,1%

Druid 9,8%

Hunter 10,5%
BeastMastery 49,1%

Markmanship 32,5%

Survival 18,3%

Restoration 25,3%

Balance 32,3%

Guardian 16,4%

Feral 26%

Arms 29,7%

Fury 44,7%

Holy 15,7%

Warrior 9,8%

Retribution 58,2%

Fire 22,4%

Frost 53,7%

Paladin 9,5%

Class

Mage 8,9%
Arcane 23,9%

Discipline 34%

Shadow 47,2%

Holy 18,7%

Unholy 21,6%

Blood 32,2%

Frost 45,9%

Assassination 37,6%

Outlaw 15,7%

Faction

Class

Race

BeastMastery 49,1%

Markmanship 32,5%

Survival 18,3%

Priest 8,4%

Protection 25,4%

Death Knight 8,4%

Protection 25,9%

Rogue 7,9%
Subtletly 21,2%

Destruction 49,4%

Affliction 31,2%

Restoration 24,9%

Warlock 7,7%

Elemental 40,9%

Mistweaver 23,5%

Windwalker 53,9%

Brewmaster 22,4%

Havoc 75,6%

Vengeance 23,6%

Shaman 7,5%

Demonology 19,3%

Monk 6,5%

Human 15,3%

Decline

Enhancement 34%

Demon Hunter
5,1%

Hunter 10,5%

Restoration 25,3%

Accept

Balance 32,3%

Night elf 11,6%

Guardian 16,4%

Race

Druid 9,8%

Feral 26%

Draenei 5,5%

Arms 29,7%

Worgen
4,4%

Fury 44,7%

Dwarf 4%

Warrior 9,8%

Holy 15,7%

Gnome
3,7%

Paladin 9,5%
Retribution 58,2%

Fire 22,4%

Frost 53,7%

Others 11%

Mage 8,9%

Arcane 23,9%

Discipline 34%

Goblin
2,7%

Shadow 47,2%

Troll 5,9%

Priest 8,4%

Holy 18,7%

Unholy 21,6%

Blood 32,2%

Tauren 6,2%

Death Knight 8,4%
Frost 45,9%

Assassination 37,6%

Undead 6,8%

Outlaw 15,7%

Subtletly 21,2%

Class

Rogue 7,9%

Destruction 49,4%

Orc 7,7%

Affliction 31,2%

Demonology 19,3%

Restoration 24,9%

Elemental 40,9%

Enhancement 34%

Mistweaver 23,5%

Windwalker 53,9%

Brewmaster 22,4%

Havoc 75,6%

Vengeance 23,6%

Blood Elf 15,1%

Warlock 7,7%

Class

Shaman 7,5%

Protection 25,4%

Monk 6,5%

Protection 25,9%

Demon Hunter
5,1%

Faction

With this infographic I wanted the onlooker to get a strong association
with the game just by looking at it before they even start to analyse the
statistics. The pop-up window that appears when the players click the mailbox or a quest is the inspiration behind this design. This is a feature the
players often accounters when playing the game and is, therefore, something they can strongly associate with. The X button in the top right corner
and the “accept” and “decline” buttons are features inspired directly by
this pop-up window. Lastly, the icon in the top left corner is a simplified
version of the World of Warcraft logo that I thought suited better than the
original logo. This is because this corner in the pop-up window is presented with a round image appropriate with the context of the window in the
game itself.
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